Spectrum Custom Colored Cement General Information:

The cement strips that we provide represent the range of standard colors available with Spectrum Custom Colored Cement ("SCCC"). The actual appearance of SCCC may vary depending on a variety of factors. The final “field” joint color of SCCC is dependent upon many factors, such as sand used, the amount of water used in each batch, weather, PH factor, time of joint strike, cleaning procedures and general workmanship. Therefore, AHI Supply, L.P. ("AHI") makes no representations regarding the characteristics or uses of SCCC. To ensure your satisfaction with the appearance of the SCCC and before proceeding further, AHI suggests that a job site sample panel be erected, with the chosen colored cement and masonry sand to be used in the construction, to determine the actual appearance of the SCCC chosen by you and contrast with your brick, block or stone.

AHI has no control over the application of the SCCC or the cement, other materials or general workmanship at job sites. As such, AHI disclaims any and all representations, warranties, expressed or implied, including color, warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. AHI cannot and does not represent the outcome of finished work, nor will AHI be liable for consequential damages associated with the color or application of SCCC.